Abstract-Many real life prediction problems involve predicting a structured output. Multi-target regression is an instance of structured output prediction whose task is to predict for multiple target variables. Structured output algorithms are usually computationally and memory demanding, hence are not suited for dealing with massive amounts of data. Most of these algorithms can be categorized as local or global methods. Local methods produce individual models for each output component and combine them to produce the structured prediction. Global methods adapt traditional learning algorithms to predict the output structure as a whole.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of data stream mining is to discover patterns from time-evolving, continuously-produced, and high-speed data. Data stream learning algorithms perform incremental learning using limited computational resources. These algorithms must handle unbounded data with a limited amount of memory, learning and making predictions in real-time, and readjust to a world in movement [1] . Structured output learning algorithms predict structured objects instead of a single (discrete or real) target. These algorithms try to discover functional dependencies between arbitrary input and output domains [2] . Traditionally, structured output predictors can be divided into local and global approaches [3] . Local approaches decompose the structured output into scalar components and then use traditional learners to predict for each individual output. Global approaches adapt classical learning algorithms to predict the complete output structure altogether.
Tree-and rule-based algorithms perform automatic feature selection, do not require feature scaling, are robust to outliers and irrelevant features, and the resulting models are easy to interpret. Modularity is an important aspect of rules and is a great advantage over trees since each rule can be interpreted individually [4] .
Let D = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ...} be an unbounded data stream where
describing the explanatory variables (input attributes) of the i th example of the dataset, and y i is a t-dimensional vector [y i,1 · · · y i,t ] ⊤ corresponding to the response variables (output attributes). The problem of multi-target regression, a type of structured output learning, is to learn a function f (x) → y that maps the input values x to the output values y. The goal of this paper is to solve multi-target regression problems from data streams. For this purpose, we propose the first rule-based algorithm for multi-target regression from high-speed data streams. The algorithm is built on the adaptive model rules framework for regression [5] , [6] . In contrast to the majority of the structured output predictors, the proposed algorithm does not fall into the local and global categories. Instead, it specializes on subsets of output attributes. In order to compare the proposed algorithm with the typical local and global strategies, two other adaptive model rules algorithms were developed following these strategies.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III describes the proposed rule-based algorithm for multi-target regression in detail. The experimental setup and results are shown in Section IV. The conclusions and future work are presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Several rule-based algorithms were proposed to solve single-target regression problems in the batch context. Most rule learning systems are based on the covering approach [7] . M5'Rules algorithm produces a rule set from model trees [8] .
RuleFit creates an ensemble of decision trees which are used to define the set of rules [9] . Then, an optimization procedure determines the weight of each rule.
There are several algorithms for single-target regression in the context of data streams. Online algorithms, such as the perceptron algorithm and artificial neural networks, can be adapted in the context. The Accurate On-line Support Vector Regression (AOSVR) algorithm was proposed for single-target regression from streaming data [10] . AOSVR allows efficient retraining when a new example is added or removed from the training set. The Incremental Model Tree Induction (IMTI) algorithm uses an incremental node splitting rule, together with incremental methods for stopping the growth of the tree and pruning [11] . The leaves contain linear models, trained using the recursive least squares algorithm. The FIMT-DD algorithm [12] is based on the Hoeffding tree algorithm [13] for classification. It defines a different splitting criterion based on standard deviation reduction. FIMT-DD contains linear models in its leaves, and is able to adapt to evolving dynamics. The Adaptive Model Rules (AMRules) [5] , [6] is the first one-pass algorithm for learning regression rule sets from timeevolving streams. AMRules incrementally builds a set of rules which are used to make predictions. The antecedent of a rule is a set of literals (conditions based on the attribute values), and the consequent is a function that minimizes the mean square error of the target attribute computed from the set of examples covered by rule. This function might be either a constant, the mean of the target attribute, or a linear combination of the attributes. Each rule is able to identify anomalies and to detect local concept drifts.
Some algorithms have been proposed for multi-target regression in the context of batch learning. For instance, multiobjective decision trees were used as base learners of bagging and random forest ensemble techniques to solve multi-target regression problems [14] . Also, a system based on rule ensembles was also developed for the same purpose [15] .
Regarding the data streaming setting, an extension to the FIMT-DD algorithm, called FIMT-MT, was proposed for multi-target regression following the global approach [16] . FIMT-MT defines a new split selection measure that considers the space of all the target variables simultaneously. MORES is another algorithm for multiple-output regression which dynamically learns the structure of the regression coefficients [17] .
III. MULTI-TARGET ADAPTIVE MODEL RULES FOR REGRESSION
In this section we propose a new multi-target regression algorithm based on the single-target Adaptive Model Rules (AMRules) algorithm [5] . Rule-based algorithms have a great advantage when compared with tree-based algorithms: each rule can be learned independently of each other while each leaf in a tree shares the same root. This implies that all the leaves in a tree must predict for all output components (otherwise, there is no guarantee that the model is able to return a valid prediction). We make use of the modularity property of the rule sets to diverge from the standard local and global strategies by specializing each individual rule in a subset of the output attributes.
Similarly to the single-target AMRules, the proposed algorithm supports the increment of new examples to the model, and continuously grows the rule set and expands the antecedents of the rules. Each rule collects summaries of past data and, from time to time, evaluates the merit of splitting the data for each attribute. The rule is expanded if there is sufficient confidence in splitting the data. Each rule starts learning for all the output attributes. When a rule expands the algorithm verifies which of the target variables have a positive impact with respect to the merit function. Only those output attributes are considered by the rule after the expansion. A new complementary rule regarding the remaining target variables is also added to the rule. The decrement of non-relevant examples is achieved by pruning the rules in which a change is detected. These two mechanisms enable the algorithm to adapt to timeevolving data. The algorithm allows the user to adjust the trade-off between memory/time costs and accuracy by using an extended binary search tree structure with limited (and parametrized) depth that is used to store the summaries of the data based on the E-BST data structure [18] . Since each rule can be learned in parallel, the proposed algorithm can be easily implemented in a distributed real-time stream processing engine. The details of the proposed algorithm are given in the following.
A. Regression Rules
A rule R is an implication in the form A ⇒ C where the antecedent A is a conjunction of conditions based on input-attribute values, and the consequent C is a predicting function. The conditions of A are called literals (L) and have distinct forms depending on the nature of the input attribute. For numerical input attributes, literals may have the forms L = (X j ≤ v) and L = (X j > v) meaning x i,j must be less or equal to v, and x i,j must be greater than v, respectively. For categorical data, literals can have the forms L = (X j = v) expressing x i,j must be equal to v or L = (X j = v) indicating x i,j must be different than v . The function in C returns a prediction y if the rule R covers the example x. R is said to cover x if, and only if, x satisfies all the literals in A. There is a data structure L associated to each rule containing the sufficient statistics required to make predictions, expand the rule, detect changes and identify anomalies.
B. Learning a Rule Set
A rule set is composed of a set of m learned rules R = {R 1 , · · · , R m } plus a default rule D as illustrated in Figure 1 . The support of a rule set given an example, S(x), is defined as the set of rules that cover x. The antecedent of D is always an empty set, and this rule is only used for training when none of the rules in R cover the current example, i.e. when S(x) = ∅.
The pseudo-code for learning a rule set is presented in Algorithm 1. Initially, the rule set R is empty and the sufficient statistics L D for the default rule is initialized. Then, when a new training example (x, y) is available the rules covering x are updated: for each rule R l ∈ S(x), if x is not an anomaly a change detection test is performed; if a change is detected R l is removed from the rule set since it is no longer valid; otherwise, the sufficient statistics of the rule L l (necessary to predict, expand the rule, and detect changes and anomalies) are updated; the rule is expanded if the conditions described in Subsection III-C are met. If the rule expansion results in a specialization of the rule on a subset of the current output components, a complementary rule is created and added to the rule set. If no rule covers x, the sufficient statistics of the default rule L D are updated and the expansion of the default rule is attempted. If the default rule expands it is added to the rule set R and a new default rule is created from scratch.
C. Expanding a Rule
A rule R l is expanded by adding a new literal to the antecedent A l . This literal is chosen by determining which attribute and split-point optimizes a merit function. Also, the literal should only be added if there is strong evidence that the new literal is the best one among the set of candidates. We propose the Mean Variance Ratio (MVR) to evaluate the merit of splitting an input attribute X j given the split-point v with respect to the target attributes. MVR is defined as
where V R o (X j , v) assesses the merit of splitting X j given v with respect to the target variable Y o , and s is the set of output attributes currently being considered by the rule. The Variance Ratio (VR) is formalized as
where E is the set of examples seen by the rule since its last expansion and
If X j is a numeric attribute, E L is the set of examples {x i ∈ E : x i,j ≤ v} and E R is the set of examples {x i ∈ E : x i,j > v}. If X j is a nominal attribute, E L is the set of examples {x i ∈ E : x i,j = v} and E R the set of the remaining examples.
The Hoeffding bound [19] states that the true mean of a random variable r, with range P , will not differ from the sample mean more than ǫ with probability 1 − δ. It is defined as
This limit is used to determine the minimum number of examples n required to expand a rule. The best two potential splits are compared by computing their score difference:
Note that only the best split for each input attribute is considered as potential split and that r may only take values in the [0, 1] interval, so P = 1. If r > ǫ, we can state that M V R Best correspond to the best split with probability 1 − δ. Therefore, there is no need to collect statistics for more data and the rule is expanded. Often, the MVR scores of the two best splits are extremely similar and, despite ǫ decreases considerably as more examples are seen, it is still not possible to select with certainty which of the splits is better. In practice, it would be beneficial to pick any of the split-points and continue expanding the rule. For this reason, a threshold τ is defined, and if ǫ < τ the split with higher MVR is chosen and the rule is expanded considering the branch with lowest mean variance. To collect the sufficient statistics needed for computing the MVR, we generalize the extended binary search tree [18] to handle multiple target attributes. We also limited the maximum number of split-points to a predefined value. Experimental results not presented in this paper shown this restriction greatly reduces the memory usage and speedsup the split selection procedure while having low impact in the error. Trying to expand a rule is computationally demanding. For this reason, a rule expansion (Algorithm 1, lines 10 and 17) will only be attempted every N examples seen by the rule.
D. Specializing on subsets of the target variables
Since, MVR computes the average VR for each output attribute in a rule, it is not guaranteed that VR is reduced for all the target attributes. For this reason, after selecting the best split-point and branch, only a subset of output attributes, the learning outputs, are considered by the rule. Let O l be the set of the current learning outputs for rule R l , and E best correspond to the set of examples in the corresponding best branch. The new set of learning outputs O ′ l is defined as the set of target variables that effectively reduce in variance after the split:
In order to keep relevant knowledge learned so far regarding the other output attributes, a complementary rule R c , containing the set of target variables that where pruned after the expansion of R l is also added to the rule set, as indicated in
else 8:
update(L l ) ⊲ Learn from the example 10: expanded ← expand(R l )
11:
if expanded = TRUE then ⊲ Add complementary rule 12: Compute O ′ c as in Eq. 5 13 :
14:
if S(x i ) = ∅ then ⊲ No rule covers the example 16: update(L D ) ⊲ Learn from the example 17: expanded ← expand(D) 18: if expanded = TRUE then
19:
R ← R ∪ {D} ⊲ Add D to the rule set 20 :
Algorithm 1, lines 12 to 14. The antecedent of R c is equal to the antecedent of R l before the expansion, and R c will only learn for the target attributes
An example describing a possible expansion of a rule using AMRules-S is given next. Consider that a rule will be expanded according to the split X 3 < 2, its current antecedent is {X 1 < 5 AND X 2 > 4}, and the outputs currently being learned are {Y 1 , Y 3 , Y 4 , Y 5 , Y 8 }. Also suppose that the ratios
(target variables Y 3 and Y 5 ) are equal or higher than 1. The rule obtained after expansion has the antecedent {X 1 < 5 AND X 2 > 4 AND X 3 < 2}, and will learn only for the subset of output variables
The complementary rule will have the antecedent {X 1 < 5 AND X 2 > 4}, and will learn only for the target attributes {Y 3 , Y 5 }.
E. Rule Prediction Strategy
Each rule R l contains one adaptive prediction strategy for each of the output attributes considered by the rule. The adaptive prediction strategy is composed of a target-mean and a linear model predictors which are trained every time the function Update(L l ) is called (Algorithm 1, lines 9 and 16). An estimation of the predictors' on-line errors are maintained and the predictor with the current lowest error is used to make predictions. The target mean prediction for the target variable Y o is computed asŷ
where n is the number of examples seen by the rule since its last expansion. The Percepton algorithm is used to learn a linear model for each output
For each new training example, let x i,j be the standardized value of x i,j for the attribute X j , where x i,j is computed by subtracting the mean of X j and dividing by the standard deviation of X j , considering the examples seen by the rule so far. The normalized output y i,o is computed using the current weights β o , and the weights are updated using the Delta rule
where y i,o is the real target value and η is the learning rate. The predictionŷ i,o is computed as the "denormalized" value of y i,o . The on-line estimation of the error for each output, e o , is computed using a fading factor strategy. The total sum of absolute deviations T o and the number of objects used for learning W are monitored. For each new example, T o and W are updated as follows:
where 0 < α < 1 is a parameter that controls the importance of the oldest/newest examples. The errors are computed as
F. Rule Set Prediction
For a given testing example x, the prediction of a rule set for a target variable Y o is computed using a weighted vote approach considering only rules that cover x, such that the contribution of rules with lower error are higher. The weights of the votes are inversely proportional to the estimated mean absolute errors e l,o of the rules R l that cover the example. The weighted prediction is defined as:
where R o (x i ) is the set of rules that cover x i and predict for the output component Y o ,
, the corresponding prediction is given by the default rule D.
G. Detecting Changes
For each rule, the evolution of the on-line error e i,o is monitored for each output attribute Y o using the Page-Hinkley (PH) test [20] . This test defines a cumulative variable m n as the accumulated difference between the observed values e i,o and their mean at the present moment:
where γ correspond to the magnitude of changes that are allowed. PH maintains the minimum value of m n,o at the current moment, M n,o = min i=1,··· ,n m i,o , and change is detected when the difference (m n,o − M n,o ) is greater than a given threshold λ. The rule is discarded from the rule set if change is detected in any of the learning output attributes.
H. Detecting Anomalies
Detection of anomalies is very important in data stream learning since training with anomalous examples may degrade the prediction quality. In our algorithm, anomaly detection is performed locally (i.e. at each rule). This means that an example may be considered anomalous considering the statistics of a rule R l but considered perfectly plausible regarding another rule R m , since R m and R l correspond to distinct regions of the input space. Anomaly detection is carried out by computing the following ratio for all the input attributes:
1−P (Xj =v|Lr) . When a value v for an input attribute X j is likely (P (X j = v)|L r ) > 0.5) the log of the ratio gives a positive value while if it unlikely it returns a negative value. The anomaliness of an example is computed by averaging over all ratios:
Logarithms of the ratios are used to avoid numerical instabilities. An example is considered to be an anomaly if OR < T , where T is a user-defined parameter. Usually T is defined to be 0 or a negative value close to 0. For continuous attributes, the Cantelli's inequality [21] is used to estimate P (X j = v)|L r ):
where X j and σ j are the mean and standard deviation of the j th attribute according to L r . Only rules trained with more than m min examples perform anomaly detection since an anomaly is more likely to be wrongly detected when the rule has seen few examples.
I. Local and Global Extensions
In this subsection, two extensions to AMRules are presented following the traditional local and global strategies.
The local strategy for developing multi-target regression algorithms consists of using a different instantiation of a single-target algorithm for each output variable and aggregating all the local predictions into a structured one. The main advantages are its simplicity and that any single-target algorithm can be used. In our local approach, a rule set is learned independently for each target variable, and the final prediction is obtained by coupling the individual predictions of each rule set. Figure 2 illustrates the local strategy applied to the single-target AMRules algorithm. The single-target version of AMRules used for this purpose uses the VR measure to evaluate the merit of a split in lines 10 and 17 of Algorithm 1, and do not considers the lines 12 to 14. Also, only information regarding a particular target variable is stored for each instance of the single-target AMRules.
There are three clear disadvantages when comparing this local strategy with the algorithm that specializes on subsets of the target variables: the memory requirements are higher because there is a different rule set for each output containing all the statistics needed for learning and predicting; the computational cost is higher because rule expansions will be tried for each target variable individually and not as a whole; and the analysis of the model should be more difficult due to the higher number of rules (since a rule predicts only to a output variable).
The algorithms that follow the global strategy adapt an existing single-target algorithm to predict the output structure as a whole. One example of this type of algorithms is the tree-based FIMT-MT [16] algorithm which extends the split criterion of FIMT-DD [12] applied to rules. It consists of building rules that learn and predict for all output attributes simultaneously, as illustrated in Figure 3 . For implementing this algorithm we no longer perform the rule specialization step described in Subsection III-D, and remove the lines 12 to 14 from Algorithm 1. In global-strategy algorithm, choosing a split is a compromise on reducing the variance regarding all output attributes. It is not guaranteed that VR improves for each output, so despite the overall error should reduce, the error for some outputs may in fact increase. Also, the rules produced by this algorithm should be less meaningful than the algorithm that specializes in subsets of the target variables, since no relationships between output attributes are exploited.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the three rule-based algorithms described in Section III is evaluated. The objective is to compare our main contribution, the adaptive model rules algorithm that specializes on subsets of the output components, with the correspondent local and global variations.
A. Datasets
A summary of the datasets used in our experiments is presented in Table I . The Bicycle dataset contains the hourly count of rental bikes between years 2011 and 2012 in Capital bikeshare system with the corresponding weather and seasonal information [22] . The task is to predict the count of casual, registered and total users. The Eunite dataset is derived from a competition whose aim is to predict the quality of products in glass manufacturing process [23] . 2Dplanes, FriedD and FriedAsyncD are multi-target artificial datasets generated similarly to the single-target datasets described in [24] . FriedD and FriedAsyncD contain one concept drift for each of the output targets. In FriedD the drifts occur simultaneously for all the target variables in the middle of the data stream, while in FriedAsyncD the drifts occur asynchronously. MV is an artificial multi-target dataset and was inspired by the homonym dataset described in 1 . Airline dataset uses data from the Airline On-Time Performance Data from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics of the United States Department of Transportation 2 . This dataset includes records from June 2003 to September 2014 representing commercial flights within the USA. Given the date, day of the week, origin, destination, and expected departure and arrival times, the goal is to estimate the six causes of delay (carrier, weather, NAS, security, late aircraft and total). Records with missing values were discarded. The River Flow 1 (RF1) and River Flow 2 (RF2) datasets were constructed to predict the flow in a river network at 8 specific sites, 48 hours in the future [25] . SCM1d and SCM20d datasets [25] are two preprocessed and normalized versions of the dataset from the Trading Agent Competition in Supply Chain Management (TAC SCM) tournament from 2010.
B. Evaluation Methodology
To assess the performance of the learning algorithms we use the prequential evaluation method over a sliding window of size w [26] . Prequential evaluation works as follows. Each data example is sent to the training algorithm sequentially. For each example, the learning algorithm first tests the example and updates the evaluation measure. Then, the example is used to update the learning algorithm. In our experiments, the Average Relative Mean Absolute Error (ARMAE) is used as evaluation measure. It is defined as
Note that the target mean is computed in a window containing the last w examples. Thirty repetitions of the experiments were made for each dataset using an online bootstrapping approach, identical to the one described in [27] : for each example in the data stream, draw a sample from a Poison distribution, setting the number of expected occurrences to 1, k ∼ P oisson(1). Then, send the example k times to the learning algorithm. Note that k is a non-negative integer.
C. Parameters
The algorithm described in Section III has three main groups of parameters: rule expansion, change detection, and anomaly detection. We did not fine-tune the parameters and used values the usually mentioned in the literature as much as possible. The parameters regarding the rule expansion were set to N = 200, τ = 0.05 and δ = 0.0000001. The parameters for change detection were defined as λ = 35 and γ = 0.005. The reference value for the threshold parameter T of the anomaly detection is 0 or a negative value close to 0. We were conservative and defined T = −0.75. The minimum number of examples needed to detect anomalies was defined as m min = 30. The fading factor for the error computation in the adaptive prediction strategy was defined to α = 0.99. The size of the window for the prequential evaluation was defined as w = 1000 for all the datasets excepting the Airline dataset where it was defines as w = 100000.
D. Overall Results
In this subsection we present the overall results of the multitarget adaptive model rules algorithms proposed in Section III. The algorithm that specializes on subsets of the target variable is referred to as AMRules-S, the algorithm that follows the local strategy as AMRules-L, and the one inspired by the global strategy as AMRules-G. We also compare these algorithms with learning a linear model for each of the target variables. For this purpose, the local strategy is applied with the Perceptron algorithm described in Subsection III-E. The resulting predictor is indicated as Perceptron-L. shows the mean values and standard deviations of ARMAE for each dataset. The "*" symbol in the bars indicates that there is a significant difference between the corresponding learning algorithm when compared to AMRules-S according to the Wilcoxon test. The horizontal line (ARMAE=1) represents the error that would be obtained by using the target-mean baseline (also computed over a sliding window of size w). It can be seen that all the algorithms obtain ARMAE values below 1, exception on the RF2 dataset for all the algorithms, and on the RF1 and SCM1d datasets in the case of Perceptron-L. The rule-based approaches always outperform Perceptron-L. In fact, the ARMAE of Perceptron-L was huge for RF1, RF2 and SCM1d datasets, despite it is not evident in the figure (we limited ARMAE to be in the [0, 1.5] range for visualization purposes). AMRules-L achieves slightly better performance than AMRules-G and AMRules-S in 9 out of the 11 datasets. The exceptions are the 2Dplanes dataset where AMRules-S and AMRules-G achieved significantly better results that AMRules-L, and the Eunite dataset that presents no significant differences. The explanation for AMRules-L obtaining less error than the other two approaches is related to how they choose the split points. Remember that AMRules-G and AMRules-S choose the split points as a compromise on the reduction of the variance considering all the output attributes. We hypothesize that using a rule prediction strategy which further exploits the dependencies between the output variables would benefit both AMRules-S and AMRules-G. In future work we will address this issue. To evaluate the multi-target AMRules approaches in terms of model complexity, the relative number of rules for AMRules-S, AMRules-L and AMRules-G are shown in Figure 5 . Higher number of rules correspond to more complex models. Clearly, AMRules-S and AMRules-G produce much simpler models than AMRules-L. This is expected since AMRules-L grows a rule set for each of the output variables while the other two approaches build a single rule set which is capable of predicting for all the target variables. Also, recall that each of the AMRules-S rules focus on related output attributes (excepting the default rule). Hence, the resulting model can provide additional insights. Figure 6 shows the average number of output attributes per rule. By definition, the number of outputs/rule for AMRules-L is always 1 and equal to the number of output for each dataset for AMRules-G. The average number of output attributes per rule may be regarded as an indicator of how much the structured output is correlated. Values close to 1 indicate that the target variables are not correlated, while values close to the total number of output attributes suggest a strong interrelationship between the target variables. Also, the number of outputs/rule of AMRules-S tends to be similar to the number of outputs/rule of AMRules-G in the smaller datasets (e.g. Eunite, RF1, RF2, SCM1d and SCM20d) and decreases for the larger datasets (e.g. 2Dplanes, MV and Airline). This is explained by the continuously specialization of AMRules-S on subsets of target variables: more data results in higher specialization. Figure 7 presents the relative model sizes (and corresponding standard deviations) for all the algorithms. For each dataset, the model size if AMRules-S is used as the baseline. As expected, the algorithm with lowest memory requirements is the Perceptron-L since each adaptive model rule contains several perceptron models (one for each output being learned by the rule). Comparing the multi-target AMRules approaches, algorithm that consumes less memory is AMRules-G, followed by AMRules-S, both clearly using less memory than AMRules-L. This is particularly evident in the larger datasets (e.g. Airline, 2Dplanes, FriedD, FriedAsyncD and MV). Not that, despite AMRules-S and AMRules-G use much less memory than AMRules-L, the ARMAE values are only slightly higher (Figure 4) . Therefore, in a task involving limited memory resources AMRules-S and AMRules-G should be the preferred options. The average relative learning times (and standard deviations) of the learning algorithms are shown in Figure 8 . As expected, the Perceptron-L is the fastest learning algorithm for the same reasons as explained above. Regarding the multitarget AMRules methods, the AMRules-S and AMRules-G algorithm are by far faster than AMRules-L. In the larger datasets the learning time differences are huge. This fact evidences the adequacy of AMRules-S and AMRules-G algorithms when the computational cost is an important factor.
E. Comparison Over Time
In this subsection we compare the multi-target algorithms over time. Figure 9 show the evolution of ARMAE, elapsed time and memory usage as a function of the number of processed examples for the Bicycle dataset. The solid-blackhorizontal line corresponds to target-mean baseline over a sliding window of size w. The three adaptive model rules algorithms achieve similar ARMAE values (AMRules-L obtains a slightly lower error), which are well below the target-mean and Perceptron-L baselines. Nonetheless, the time needed by AMRules-L to process the examples and the memory required are much higher than AMRules-S and AMRules-G. Figure 10 presents the results for the 2Dplanes dataset. In this dataset, all the algorithms perform clearly better than the target-mean baseline. AMRules-G achieves the lowest AR-MAE, followed by AMRules-S and AMRules-L. Perceptron-L is the algorithm with worst performance. Regarding the time and memory costs, the advantages in using AMRules-G and AMRules-S algorithms are evident when compared with AMRules-L.
The results for the FriedAsyncD dataset are shown in Figure  11 . This dataset has 4 target variables, and there is a drift for each o the output variables occurring at equally spaced times in the data stream. As a consequence, it can be seen in the ARMAE plot that all the algorithms present sudden (almost simultaneous) increases of the errors resulting from the concept drifts. After that the algorithms adapt to change, and the error reduces and finally stabilizes. We observe that the memory used by the adaptive model rules algorithms decreases when the concept drift occurs. This happens as a consequence of the rule sets adaptations: the rules that detected change (derived from the increase in error) were pruned from the rule set which resulted in smaller models. Again, the memory and time required by AMRules-S and AMRules-G are much lower than the memory and time consumed by AMRules-L.
Finally, the results for the MV dataset are shown in Figure  12 in the other datasets, AMRules-S and AMRules-G present much better memory and time costs.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed the first rule-based algorithm for multi-target regression, consisting in a generalization of the single-target AMRules algorithm. The algorithm do not follow the traditional local or global structured output prediction strategies which decomposes the multi-target problem into scalar components, or adapt existing learning algorithms to predict the structure output as a whole, respectively. Instead, the proposed algorithm grows rules specialized on subsets of the output space. It also detects anomalous examples, and adapts to timeevolving data streams by pruning outdated rules from the rule set.
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm, local (AMRules-L) and global (AMRules-G) variations of the AMRules algorithm were developed. Experimental results using 11 datasets shown that AMRules-L usually obtains slightly lower errors. However, the proposed algorithm and AMRules-G have clear advantages regarding the memory usage and computational cost which are very important aspects to be considered while learning from data streams, and the former has the additional advantage of expressing rules that relate output attributes. The proposed algorithm and AMRules-G produce much smaller rule sets than AMRules-L which result in model much easier to interpret.
In future work, different rule prediction strategies will be used, further exploiting dependencies between the output variables. We believe that the proposed algorithm will benefit from it and, consequently, outperform AMRules-L regarding the error.
